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Since there is no “cure” sometimes preventative measures work best, and nipping it in the bud seems to help boost the effectiveness of the treatment afterwards well as shorten the sores existence.
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Readers are urged to carefully review and consider the various disclosures made by us in our reports filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission, including the risk factors that attempt to advise interested parties of the risks that may affect our business, financial condition, results of operation and cash flows

Each of the stories in the series involves several unrelated plots intersecting and crossing each other as events spiral farther and farther out of control - Immortal alchemists, mafia operated speakeasies, and many other elements of pulp fiction mashed together, creating a world straight out of the movies.
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Traditionally, ever since the 18th century, House members, under certain circumstances, have hoped that what they had to vote for, because of its popularity, would be buried when it got over to the Senate

In response, the British government said it will be extending the annual spend on the Cancer Drugs Fund (CDF) from 200 million a year to 280 million, to accommodate the inexorable rise of cancer drug costs.